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PREFACE

8ESlf, thc Joint Gmup of Exparts on the Scicntific lspects of imine Follution, ras
cstablishcd in l!160 and is todly co-spmo'rd !f thc lnbmrtionl lrritir orlrnization (Iml,
Food rnd Agniculturt (hgnnization of the ltrit d lletiom (Fml, thitcd trtiom Educational,
Scientific and Culturrl thgenintion (ltEsoo), brld Ftcorclogical orgnniration (t)), lbrld
fetlth Orgnnizaton (lfltl, Intarrtion l Atanic Encrsl Agancy (tAEAl, United lrtions (l;t and
lhitcd llations Enrircrnnt Progrm (tffiPl. rccording to its prcsent term of rcfcrlncr, thc
functions of GESF rrr:

- to provirlc rdvice rrlatiry to the scientific !sp.ct3 of mrine pollutionV; and

- to preFru pcriodic ravim of th. strte of the mrinc cnyirornnt as rrgnrds nmine
pollutior rnd to identify prcblcn rr.eas rcquiriry special rttsrtion.

Since its beginning GEStp inrolycd a lrrye nrder of erperts as tEders of G€Sffi or
GESltlP brting Groops rnd pmduced, at thc Fequ$t of thc sponsoring orannizatiom, ntnnous
studias, rrvim and r?ports.

The first draft of thc pt'csent r?port ras pr.epared at the sirth session of the tilt-lcd
GESffi brtiry 6roup llo. lf oa thc trerchange of Pollutants bctncn thc ltrosphe'rc ild the Oceens
held in Paris fiu 6 to 9 January 1986. The list of participants is given as Anner I.

Ihc GESF rt its sirteenth session (Londfi, lt-21 imch lg$l srdorsed th. nport in
principle end necm:ndcd that the rcrting grotrD should cmtinuc its rcrt during the
intcrsessionrl pcriod. lhc nr* donc $l cornespondencr rrs ccrplctcd in iarch 1988.

- Thc Eport' dtich is aveilrble in English only, ras subseqrcntly r.evised and updrted to
incoraorate cmnts mrde by GEslt? rt its eiglrteenth session (prris,- ll-15 April tgb) dtich
r@tcd th. rcport rnd rccor:ndcd thrt lt be published in thc GEsn Reports rnd Studics Series.

Financial suPport for the nrt of tbrti4 croup 15. l4 fr3 proyided by the lbrld
htcorclogical orXoniratioo (tttl, thc United rrtiqrs Enyircnnnt prcgrm (UEpl and the
IntcrXovcrnmtrl lEaanognaphic Conissi m ( I(f) .

y CESff dcfincd mrine pollution as 'intmdrction by nrn, dimctly or irdirr33gy, of
substanccs or enenry into the mrine enyircmnt (includilq astueriasl 

- resulting in 
- 

iuch
dclctrious cffccts rs hann to liring naiounces, hazrds to hrnn hcrlth, hindrance to mrine
rctivitias inclrdiry fishiqg, irprinnnt of quality for use of sea{ter, and nduction ofnnities.'
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1. EGCI.'TIVE STJI,O{ARY

The Sixth Session of the GESAMP l{orking Group on the Int,erchange of
Pollutants between the Atrrcsphere and the Oceans stressed the impact of
contaninants on cliurate. This included the effects of such "greenhorrse" gases
as COz increasing temperature and aerosols decreasing teuperature, as well
as contaminants and processes at the air-sea interface that affect the
interchange of energy and naterial which could affect climate regionally and
even globally. The effect of oil fihns in retarding transfer of gases between
the atrnosphere and the sea and in daryring capillary and larger gravity waves,
and hence reducing wind mixing in the upper layer of the sea, is one example
of such contaninants and affected processes.

Carbon dioxide is clearly irrcreasing in the atnosphere at the rate of
about I PPmv (parts per milfion by volusre) per year, starting at 315 ppmv in
1958 when good records corunenced. It is estinated that the near-surface
global temperature.will increase by I.50 to 4.5oK nith a doubling of-the
atmospheric COz

The global cycle of carbon dioride indicates that the terrestrial
biosphere and the ocearx; each cycle about lO2 Gt (1 gigaton = 10tt g)
carbon Per year between themselves and the atnrosphere, in a two-way flux if
the system is in a steady state. This equilibrium has been perturbed
naturally in the last l0a-l0s years at least, as shown by th- analysis of
air trapped in bubbles of glacial ice cores. since the start of the
agricultural/industrial revolution, man has added another perturbation by
burning fossil fuels and rnobilizing COz from the fixed carbon in the land
biosphere. For the period arotmd 1980, the release of COz from fossil fuel
combustion is about 5 GtC yr- t and estimates of the release from bionass
destruction, e.g., deforestation, ranges from 0 to z Gtc yr-r, depending on
the technique of estirnation. The rnajor sink for man-rnobilized coz is the
ocean which is estirnated to accept about 2-3 GtC annually. The atrnosphere
retains about 2.5 GtC yr-ri it is this residnal COz that contributes to
the annual increase in atrrospheric COz conc€ntration. The discreEEncy
between sources and sinks of man-nade COz is in the range of 0.5 tol.s GtC
-. _- ty. ' qePenqrng on Ene net, DrosPherlc rnput..-Argfunents are presented to
show that the current input of COz from the biosphere is no rrcre that I GtC
YE-t' but uncertainty regarding the biornass contribution of COz continues.

Some of the factors affecting the oceanic uptake of COz from the
atnosphere are presented- The gas transfer velocity is controlled mainly by
the wind speed. The other variable that controls the COz exchange flux is
Ehe pnrtial pressure difference between the air and the sea. It is noted that
there is a latitudinal variation in COa flux, based on the observed COzpnrtial Pressure distribution in the surface ocean. A net COz flux of the
order of 2 GtC yr- t ernanates fron the sea in the equatorial region between
16"5 and 15"N. To balance this contribution, there would have to be a net
f lux of about 4 GtC yr- t f rom the atmsphere to the ocean north and south of
this region.

Various models of the oceanic carbon cycle exist to estirnate uptake of
atmospheric COz by the oceans. Diagnostic rnodels have been developed in
which Lhe ocean is subdivided into a few well-rnixed reservoirs connected by
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first-order exchange fluxes. stationary tracers (e.g., naturar toc) and
transient tracers (e.g., bonb-produced toc and tH, "sKr, and
halocarbonsl have been used to calibrate the nrodels by circulating the
advective and diffusive flr.ues between the various bores. Effects of the
marine biosphere and its associated cycle of nutrients have begun to be
included.

Recently, new tlpes of circulation models of the oceanic carbon cycle,
based on a realistic three{imensional flowfietd and mixing trrarameters of a
general circulation mdel of the global ocean, have been introduced. These
nodels nake it possible to assess the effects of changes in the oceanic
circulation, arising from climatic changes, on tracer distributions and the
oceanic uptake capncity for Coz. They are preliminary, however, and lack
certain features of the real ocean, gnrticularly a realistic representation of
the surface layer. includirrg the marine biosphere.

t{ith increasing temperatures due to rising atmospheric COz
concentration, inlrcnogeneities.in sea-surface warming are expected orring to
faster surface warming in areas with a shallow nixed layer and a strong
thermocline as comgnred with areas of deep winter mixing or upwelling. Cold
sea-surface temperature anooalies (SSTAs), relative to the temperature p,attern
expected at eguilibrium with the COz increase, are also likely to develop.
SSTAs influence global weather patterns. as has been derpnstrated by numerical
experiments with weather forecast nrodels. Good agreement has been found
between the numerical experiments and available observations for both
middle-latitude and tropical SSTAs. Rainfall increased near to warm anomalies
and decreased in adjacent tropical regions. Major associated changes in
atrrospheric circulation arose. The response to equatorial SSTAs in middle
latitudes is two to three times greater than for mid-latitude SSTAs of similar
nngnitude.

A second way that the ocean may nrodify the clirnatic response to a
COz increase is through the effect on ocean circulation and the distribution
of tenprerature and salinity of changes in the atmospheric forcing at the
surface due directly to the increase in coz. rncreased high-latitude
precipitation rrould cause greater annrral mean run-off, thus decreasing coastal
salinities. Changes in the tropical rainfall distribution would eftect
changes in the density structure of the tropical oceans.

It was recognized that other rnan-made substances besides COz, e.g.,
chlorofluorocarbons. nitrous oxide, methane and ozone, can influence the
earth's radiative energ'y balance. l{any authors claim that these radiatively
active trace gases will cause a warming of the surface-troprcspheric system of
the sanre magnitude as that projected for increases in COz. Such trace gases
pose radiative/chemical/dlmarnical problems that are distinctly different and
more codrplex than those of COa. They could influence global climate through
the greenhouse effect, but unlike COz, they exhibit no important exchange
processes with the oceans.

Both natural and man-made aerosols may influence climate by direct
reduction of solar insolation transfer to the earth's surface and by change in
the earth's albedo through aerosol interaction with cloud processes. Naturat
aerosols. e.9., volcanic emission, may play a more important role in clr.mate
changes than anthropogenic aerosols. During periods of extended air
st,agnation, accunulation of aerosols could be enough to change the solar
energy input to coastal areas and regional seas. But, it is not expected that
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anthropogenic aerosols would have much influence on global ocean clinate
through direct intervention with solar energy. The interaction of aerosols
and clouds, on the other haod, may have a more significant imgnct on climate.
Recently, investigators have postulated that natural sources of sulphur over
the oceans rnay play an irnlnrtant role in regrulating the cloud-condensation
nuclei and hence the albedo. ..Others conclude that.the effects of ae-rosols
will probably not overshadon the imgnct of greenlrouse gases as the rcst
impnrtant cause of clinate ehange over the next century.

lhowledge of the properties of the surface microlayer is inpnrtant for
better understanding of the exchange processes between the atmsphere and the
ocean. Surface films, both of natural and man-made origin, are alrays
present, but vary in physical and chemical properties and concentration.
Several areas of particular interest to air-sea exchange of substances were
identified: nrodification by surface filras of sea-surface reflectivity,
emissivity and absorption both for the visible and microwave spectral regions;
infl.uence of surface fitms on the properties of breaking waves and the
air-bubble size distribution and life-times;- effect. of natural filns- in
biologically highly productive zones and of anthrogrcgenic filns in oil spill
and municipal sewage disgnsal areas on the rate of exchange of COz and other
non-reactiwe gases between the atmosphere and the ocean; effect of
electrification of surface films due to mechanical (wind, waves) perturbation
on salt enrichment and changes of ionic ratios in aerosols; and the effect of
surface films of lipid and petroleum origin, combined with bubble fornation,
in concentrating particulate contaminants at the sea surface and in
sea-to-land aerial transp,ort of such contarninants as chlorinated hydrocarbons,
bacteria and viruses.

Space-based satellite irnagery to detect petroleum slicks on the sea
surface and to determine the extent of coverage by such slicks was
considered. OiI sLicks have been observed from space by thermal imagers,
optical photography, and iroaging slmthetic aperture microwave radar. Such
systems rright be used to deterrnine the frequency and distribution of gnllutant
slicks on a global/regional basis. False irnages for microwave radar and
photography rnay arise. however, from natural slicks, wind and current
attenr.ration of capillary wave scatterers, dense cloud.shadows and unrippled
.water under calm conditions. .Natural slicks, ship.wakes .and effluents,
upwelling, or therrnal variability of the sea surface uray also confuse thermal
infrared irnagery. Therefore, strnce-based sensing of sea-surface oil slicks
would be difficult, r.rnless supported by extensive sea-truth investigations.
It was considered important, nevertheless, to continue testing methodologies
to improve the capability for monitoring sea-surface oil slicks with
space-based renote sensing systems.

ft was noted that recent, in situ research, coupled with coastal-zone
colour irnagery from s5ncg, h3s demonstrated that space-based detection of the
effect of phytoplankton on ocean colour is prossible. Space-based sensing of
changes of phytoplankton biornass may becorne imgortant for rnonitoring effects
of clirnatic change on oceanic prirnary productivity.
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II'TIRODUCTIOII

rt is now well recognized that contamination of the oceans, and
especially closed and semi-closed areas, is determined to a significant
extent' by the entry of contaninants into the marine environment through the

-atrcsphere. . The interchange of ..contaninants between the. atnrosphere qnd the
oceans is an imlnrtant comSronent of the biogeochernical cycles of many natural
and man-made substances in the environment.

t{ithin GESAIIP, the llorking Group on the Interchange of Pollutants
between the Atnrosphere and the Oceans, established in L977. assessed fluxes of
selected contaminants between the atnosphere and the oceans. In addition, it
described the rnain mechanisms governing contaminant interchange and exanined
the effects of contaminants on chemical, physical and biological air-sea
interfacial processes. The air-sea exchange of contarinants or groups of
contaminants, including carbon dioxide, sulphur gases, aerosols and trace
elements, hydrocarbons and man-rnade radionucrides -was reviewed
(GEsN'tP, 1980' 1985a, b). The foltoring-processes. and nechanisms wece
considered by the tforking Group as ir4nrtant for air-sea interchange'of
contaminants: atnnspheric transport of materials to and from the oceans,
fornration and distribution of cloud condensation nuclei. inversion in the
sea-salt mass concentration in the marine atnrosphere, production of bubbtes
and aerosols by breaking waves, petroleur films forming at the sea surface and
residence of gnllutants in the sea-surface microlayer (GESAI{P, 1985a).

At the same time, it has become obvious that contaminants present at
the atmosphere-ocean boundary, in the narine trog>osphere and within the sea
itself could modify a number of physical, chemical and biological processes
which ultirnately could cause changes in the material and heat transfer between
the atmosphere and the oceans and influence clirnate regionally or even on a
global scale.

fn the first repnrt on interchange of pollutants between the
atnnsphere and the oceans prepared by the tlorking Group (GESN.IP, 19801, it was
shown that the air-sea interfacial erchange processes nay be altered by
detergents, petroleum. and its derivatives, and the complex mix of
surface-active comgnnents from.municipal wastes and sewage sludge. petroleum
is the most widespread open-ocean poltutant which rnay affect the properties of
the sea surface. l,aboratory and field studies have demonstrated that organic
surface films and oil spills attenuate capillary waves, alter surface
temperature, nrodify the reflection and transmission of electromagmetic waves,
change the stability of sea foam and bubble-burstingr characteristics, reduce
the exchange of gases (e.9., HzO, Oz, but usually only with
artificially-added surface-actiwe material), inhibit microscale turbulence and
convective processes near the interface, and affect the activities of
neustonic organisms in the sea-surface microlayer.

It was also understood that pollutants in the marine atmosphere, such
as anthroSrogenic soot and dust. when present in sufficiently large guantities,
courd alter the solar radiation input to the seas, and consequently, the
thennal characteristics of the sea and the troposphere. . The introduction of
cloud-condensation nuclei into the marine atmosphere modifies the ptr.ysics of
clouds by increasing the nurnber of drops per unit volume. Through this
process, clouds become more reflective, and hence change the earth's albedo.
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On the basis of its conclusions on the above-mentioned rnatters, the
ttorking Group in 1981 prop,osed that the GESA!{P definition of marine
pollution' be amended by the following wording: "..- and altering
ocean-related physical processes especially pertinent to clirnate".

Ttris proposal was discussed at tength by GESA!|P XII and it wqs agreed
that the llorking Group should prepare an explanatory statement on Process
nrodification by pollutants for consideration at the next session. At the
fifteenth session, GESA!,|P re-affirmed its request to the Working Group and
approved the following, inter alia, terms of reference: (i) to provide a
continuing review of air-sea material interchange with eurphasis on the
pollutant modification of atmosphere and ocean-related processes, especially
those pertinent to climate, and the energy balance of the oceans; (iil to
study certain properties of the ocean mixed layer and the surface microlayer'
which are modified by pollutants, to clarify mechanisns of mass and energy
transfer between the atnrosphere and the oceans, and to assess the potential
for the rerpte detection of pollutants as a result of these surface and
near-surface effects. :

It was decided later by the glorking Group that, at the first stage of
studying these problems, attention should be gnid nrainly to the role of the
global ocean in the rnagnitude and variations of tropospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations, the knowledge of which is indispensable for nodelling and
predicting any resulting clirnatic changes and anomalies.

The orientation of the acLivities of the 9{orking Group toward
pollutant rnodification of the atmosphere, ocean-related Processes and clirnate
requires that these activities should be corurected with, and take into account
the results of, other international programnes and projects, such as the World
Clirnate Research Progranune (ifCRP) (WIIOIICSD, 1.985), and its World Ocean
Circulation Experiment ([{OCE) and Tropical Ocean and Global Atmospheric
Prograrure (TOGA), and others. Sumnaries of the activities within sone of
these prograrffiies are given in Annex II .

3. TAIll PROCESSES AI'ID SIGIIIFICAITCE OF THEIR CHANGES

The gtorking Group discussed the effect of contaminants in Jification
of processes in the atnrosphere, at the air-sea interface and in the sea (see
Annex III), in the context of weather and clirnate rnodification. It is clear
that certain processes are rnodified by contaminants, but the significance of

' "Pollution means the introduction by nan, directly or indirectly, of
substances or energy into the rnarine environment (including estrraries)
resulting in such deleterious effects as harrn to living resources, hazards to
human health, hindrance to marine activities including fishing, impairment of
guality for use of sea water and reduction of annenities."
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these modifications in terms of climate modification carurot be assessed atpresent. It is likely that some of the effects are confined to local areas,
e.9., regions with oil films, and the globat impnct is inconsequential. Some
of the effects on processes are suruarized in the matrix shown in Table l.

4.

4.1

SPEIFTC POI.LT.ITAIIII PROBLBIS

Carbon Dioxide

4.1.1 Introduction

There is considerable evidence from climate nrodels that the observed
increase in the atnospheric concentration of carbon dioride (cozl witl lead
to a sigmif icant waroirry of the atrcsphere-ocean systen [e.g., see the
Villach, October f985, Conference Rep,ort (Wl.tO, 1986t1.

In the rpdels, this warming is.due to-the direct radiative effect
COz enhanced by pnsitive feedbacks due to water vaEour, snow and ice'and
cloud extent. The equitibriurn global near-surface warrning for a doubling
coz is estirnated to be 1.5o to 4.5oK, with most recent results with
model-dependent cloud cover nearer to the larger figure. This wanning is
larger in niddle and high than in low latitudes.

The ocean is erpected to modify this clirnate response directly in two
ways. Firstly, the ocean's large therrnal inertia will cause the ocean (and
atnospherel warning to lag behind that which would be in equilibriun with the
COz increase. Secondly, the atmospheric forcing of the ocean through
nromentun, heat and water transfer will be changed, thus modifying the ocean
circulation and temperature and salinity structure. These aspects are
discussed in Section 4.1.7.

The ocean's role in the global carbon cycle is crucial to predictions
of future atmosphere COz levels. fncreases in other trace gases including
methane, chlorofluorocarbons and nitrous oxide are together expected to lead
Lo a warming of comparable rnagmitude to that caused by COz (see Section
4.2.1. The following discussion of.COz. can also be applied to these_gases
except that the ocean prays a lesser gnrt in their geochemicar cycres.

q.L.2 The global carbon cycle

A sunrnary of the princilnl carbon reservoirs on the earth and the
major fluxes between then is given in Figure 1. Examination of the reservoir
sizes irmediately highlights the smallness of the atrnosphere as a reservoir
for carbon relative to the land biosphere, sedinentary deposits, the oceans
and fossil fuel feserves. This means that even snall transfers of carbon as
COz from the other reservoirs to the atmosphere can have a
disproportionately large effect on the latter.

of

of
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TABLE I. MODIFICATION OF PROCESSES BY COTNN,TINAITITS

PROCESS TROPOSPHERE AtB-SEA
INTENFACE SEA

PHYSICAL

Sot rnd durt eould
dt.l thr robr hput
md chen3l th. th.rEd
chrrrctrrlrtlcr of th.
tnporphrn. Clourl-
cordrnretlqr awl,rl !r
thr uerbrt rtmrgh:rr
Dodlty thr phytbr of
cloudr rh|ch aty
roult ir thr aodlfbr-
tbn of ebud to,rortbn
Prtt.rnr rnd lhr
.lrth'r dbrdo.

Or3rnlc flarr frsl
pctrohun hydro-
cerborr ud/or
detrr3urtr nodlfy
httrfrclrl pmp.stlcr
urd uchrngo placatt-
cr. Altcmd dr-rrr
trterlrclrl pFoc.mr
ory lr0ucnc. th.
GaIr-atDo3PhaFa
rrehrngr of 3uo
(CO1 end reld rdn
prrueto"r) thrt |r!
rourrclr ol reldlty ln
corttd lrrer rnd '.rr.rrpctdly thon rftrcr-
rd by oll ptoductldl
.nd tmnrpost|tbn.

Ajrbultwel . formtry
rnd eonrtructlon rllt
runoft hflucncg
li3ht prnrtrrtlon rnd
porrlbly rltcn th.snrl
rtructurt h tha
cuphotb zonr. Ertur
lnc rrrrr rnd rltor o(
nunklpd end trdurtrt-
al rrrir dtrporl would
br ol 3rutrrt cqrclr|r.

CHEIIICAL

Orsrr b thr rourer of
thr hldrly roctlvr
rrdbeb thrt cantrol
thr chrolttty of thr
treolpbrm. Chrn3tr
!r oronr cu dt.r th.
ccrcrntrrthrr of
thrrr ndtsdr. Vtrl-
our rlDorphrrh
pouui.lrtt, r.3.,
nltrcg.n orldm rnd
hydrerrboar, Gon-.
tsbult to otcta
tluou3h photo-
grlrttoo pstocaatat.

Dnrhhannt of orylrlc
fllor rlth prtrohua
hydrurrbonr,
orgrnchlorhrr urd
artdr Gsutr. Thlr
plrwntr rndy
tnnrttr to the rrt.r
coluoa end tnhrnco
tnnrter to tha rtaos-
ph*r by bubbh
bunt!r3. Erporurr
of rubrtrnerr tr thr
rurtrcr tlla to thr
rtoorphrrr end rctrr
ndbtbn prro.lotrr
otldrtba rrrd photo-'
chtobd p!c.n !.

lncnend hput of rub-
nlrcat &oo orn-ordr
rouFcat ern clun3r thr
alnor rtrornt cmpod-
tbtr of xrwrt.r. il.td
eoncsrtnttonr crn br
trcrrerd. lnput of
CO, cur clrrngr th. pH
of rcrwrtaR wirb ctrtrlr
conr.qu.nc:r to chrol-
cd rquillbrlr of bnb
cooporitin.

BIOLOGICAL

lnndrt ct brctrstr,rtnrr rad fun3ur
sDcraa tru thr rr tc
thr rrDrDborr rnd
FlG|tbl tllllltDct to
bad by rtrdr. Thtr
b r porrlbl. Foutr tos
pilhoSrar fro rrr3r-
Do[uf.d colrtd rrru
to hl|d enbdt rnd
hunrar.

Prfhob3bd ohro-
orjlrlurr coulrl b.
conqqtnt.d ln tbr
nrrtrcr flla. Nrurtcr-
b o4lrlrat ern br
eftcrrd by pollutrntr
cqrclrtrrtad lr thr
rustmr t[o. Erotbn
of thr crorr bytt by
frror could bt6 to
mr UY U$t loplnF
lrjmlhrnnrtrr
ud coulrl rllct rhr
n.uttcr rdverrdt.

Dlrrolvrd eonnftumtr
fsoo tlnnlclpd urd
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Both the land biosphere and the oceans each cycle approrinately
102 Gt'C yr-t betreen themselves and the atnosphere; this is a balanced
two-ray flur if the system is stationary. Perturbation of the steady-state
situation can come about when the two-way fluxes are out of balance, which is
what nust have happened in the trnst to explain the atmospheric @e
variations over at least the last lo4-10s years, shown by analysig of air
trapped in ice cores (Neftel et aI., 19821.

Since the industrial/agricultural revolution, man has applied another
perturbation by burning fossil fuel and by net conversion of land biosphere
(fixed carbon) to COz. The sizeg of these anthropngenic nrobilizations are
currently 5 GtC yr-t from fossil fuel burning and anlmhere from
0 to 2 GtC yr-t frorn deforestation and changes in land use (sea Section
4.1.5). The COz enters the atrrcsphere and about 2.5 GtC yr-t appears to
rerain there and leads to the well docunented increase observed in atnospheric
COz partial pressure.

The najor sink for rnan-rrcbilized COz is the ocean rhich, aceording
to current estirates, could have taken up 2-3 GtC of COz per year during the
Iast 25 years.

4. 1.3 Ocean carbonate chenistry

In pure water COe gas, although reasonably soluble, can be
accomdated to only a very liurited extent. Seawater, on the other hand, due
to dissolved carbonates, contains about 150 tines more carbon in the form of
dissolved ionic species, mainly IICO;, than does an egual volume of air at
normal COz partial pressure in equilibrir.rn with it.

This fact makes the ocean the rmst imlnrtant regervoir taking up @2
released by nan to the atnosphere (Liss and Crane, 1983). As we shall see,
however, the accormodating capacity of the ocean is much snaller than it might
appear at first sight. This is so for two reasons: (11 the time needed to
spread the @z taken up over the whole ocean depth is considerable (see
below); and (2) the uptake capncity of Eeawater is about a factor of 10 (the
so-called buffer or Revelle factor) snaller than anticignted frm the static
eguilibriun pnrtition factor -of 150 quoted before. As a consrequence of both
(1) and (2), it turns out that the oceang take up the equivalent of balf of
the COz released by fossil fuel combustion.

1 Gt [eigaton) = lOtt g
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TraDsfer of @e between the air and the sea

The net flur (jl of COr across the air-sea boundary can be expressed
as the prodrrct of essentiatly two factora, the gas transfer velocity w and the
difference (A trlCOz = p" - p.) between the gnrtial pressures of COz

in the atmsphere.pe and the.surface Iayer pr-of the ocean:

j =raApCOz

Hence both quantities rnay be assessed setrnrately. The third factor,
the gas solubility a (i,e., the arcunt of COz dissolved in a unit voluroe
of water per unit COz partial pressure) is a quantity comparatively easy to
estinate and therefore of ninor interest here,

The gas transfer velocity is controlled prinarily by wind speed
driving the near-surface turbulence in the water and thus enhancing gas
transfer. In the absence of surface naves, the gas transfer velocity w is a
linear function of wind speed or rather of the friction velocity and nicely
follows the hydrodlmanical prediction by Deacon (1977). Laboratory
experinents (Jihne et al., 1995) shor, however, that with the onset of
wind-induced surface waves the transfer velocity starts to exceed Deacon's
prediction by up to a factor of 10. This excess factor can reasonably _well be
correlated with the mean square slope of the surface naves, This indicates
that a highly irregrular wind-induced wave field enhances surface renewal by
the generation of additional turbulence. Since surface films darnp or even
suppress lraves, they also reduce gas transfer to the predictions of the smooth
surface nodel. Whether, and if so to what extent, over the open ocean surface
films do redrrce gas exchange, at a given wind speed, is essentially unknown.
The definite degree of gas transfer enhancement by air bubbles at very high
wind speed is also still an open question. It is clear that the greatest area
of uncertainty over the magrnitude of the gas transfer velocity is at high wind
speeds. The reasons for this lack of lmowledge are the difficulties of
experinentally measuring transfer velocities in wind/wave tunnels and
particularly in the field rhen the system is very turbulent. Likewise
theoretical approaches are at their least reliable under such conditions. As
far as vre are alrare, no experiments, whether fietd or laboratory, have ever
been attempted on the .effects,of. cyclones/hurricanes on.transfer.

Nevertheless, it seems (Broecker et al., 19851 that laboratory
experiments, field experiments by the radon deficiency method, and the
geochenical ttC technigues yield consistent global average values for w.
However, r:ncertainty still exists concerning the deprendence of w on wind
speed, which is loowledge required to estimate the latitudinal dependence of w

needed for ocean COz uptake modelling and for local estirnates of air-sea
COz fluxes.

The other qr:antity which determines the COz exchange flux is the
partial pressure difference ApCOz between air and sea. Considerable
efforts have been undertaken to docunent this quantity on a global scale
(Keeling, f958; Takahashi et al., 1983).

The seasonal variation of the atmospheric COz mixing ratio varies
from a few ppm in the southern hemisphere to not more than 20 pprn in high
northern latitudes (Pearman et al., 1983; Convay et aI., 1985). Furthermore.
annually averaged mean mixing ratios vary less than 4 ppm as a function of
geographic location (Peannan et aI., 1983; Pearman and Hyson, 1986). On the
other hand, the partial pressure of COe in the surface ocean varies
spatially and temtrnrally by up to t 100 ppm and occasionally more. Hence
its influence on the distribution of ApCOz is much rrcre pronounced.
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The lnrtial preesure of @z at a given location in the surface ocean
is detennined by the coarplet interaction of several processee:

' gas erchangre with ttn atmsphere;' chenical equilibriun with the different comlnnents of dissolved
inorganic .carboni

' depth of the mixed arface ocean layer;' upnelling of and niring with subsurface water;' horizontal advection of waters vith different history; aad' activity of the narine biosphere.

In particular, the effects of the narine biosphere are still poorty
understood.

The general lnttern of the mean annrial distribution of ApCOz
consists of an equatorial beft of supersaturated waters with excess A5€Oz
of up to 100 p1m. which is flanked by regions of undersaturated raters to the
north and south. The distribution of ApCOz in higher latitudes, hor€ver,
is less well known oning to a seasonal bias in the available neasurementg.

The preaent distribution does not represent a steaQr state situation,
since the anthropngenic input of COz into the atrcsphere has created a
perturbation flu: into the oceans on the order of 2-3 GtC yr-r (Figrure 1),
that is included in the Enttern of the net fhur as inferred from the measured
ApCOz distribution.

Based on a global average value of crw derived from the pre-bornb
t nC distribution, a net COz flux on the order of 2 GtC yr- t enaiates
fro thc sea in the eqr.ratorial region between 15oS and l5oll. Correslnndingly,
a net fft.rr of about 4 GtC yr- I would have to enter the ocean north and south
of this region. Ttre relative partitioning of this flu:r betueen the
henispheres may be inferred fron the observed neridional atrcspheric gradients
of COz concentration and its isotopic t3C/t2C ratio
(Keelirry et al., 1985).

The evolution of the ApCOz.distribution rith time as a conseguence
of increaaing atrcspheric @z levels .has. not, been obserrred accurately enough
to estinate directly any changes in the air-sea flures of @2.

In order to clarify the role of the pCOz in the surface ocean in
driving the air-sea flux, neaaurements of that property at a nrnb€r of key
locatiqs for several years would be very valuable.

{.1.5 Uodels of the oceanic carbon cycle

The uptake of atmspheric COz by the oceans can be estinated by
oeana of a trcdel of the oceanic carbon cycle. In the p,ast, geveral nodelg
have been constructed that divide the ocean into a few well-nixed reservoirs
(boxesl, which are connected by first-order exchange fluxes. The erchange
rates are then calibrated by tnning the predicted distributions of rrarious
stationary (e.gr, .natural t-tC). and transient, tracers (e.g., the
bonrblroduced raC and tH, ttK, halocarbonst to the observations
(Keeling, 1973b; Oeschger et aI., L978t Siegenthaler, 1983;
Broecker and Penq, f982).
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This tlpe of diagnostic ocean rcdel has been optinized by increasing
the subdivision of the oceans, inclusion of effects of the narine biosphere
and its associated cycle of nutrients, and the use of inverse nethods to
obtain the unknorn advective and diffusive fluxes between the various boxes
(Bolin et aI., 1983r. Since all of these nrodels are calibrated with
.essentially the..same transient=tracer data, iL is. not surprising that their
predicted uptake cagncity of excess COz is rather sinilar
(Peng and Broecker. 19851, anounting to about 2 GtC yr-r around 1980.

Recently, new tlpes of circulation nrodels of the oceanic carbon cycle
have been introduced. These nodels are based on the realistic
three-dinensional flowfield and miring parameters of a general circulation
rcdel (GO.l) of the globat ocean. This approach is pronising in geveral ways:

" There is no need to tune any transport pnraneters, since they are
derived directly fron the prinitive hydrodlmamic equations and the borrrdary
conditions inposed at the surface in the oceanic'@{. Therefore, the wealth
of available tracer data rnay be. used..to validate the rnodel.

" The fairly high horizontal resolution of the nrodel (on the order
of 500 lcn) allows nodel predictions of tracer distributions and fluxes on a
regional scale.

" The nodel is prognostic; therefore, it' is p,ossible to assess the
effects of changes in the oceanic circulation on tracer distributions and the
oceanic uptake capacity for COz. This is imp,ortant if the influence of
clinatic changes on the global carbon cycle is to be investigated.

The presently existing models of this tlpe (Sarmiento, 1985;
t{aier-Reimer et al., 1985; Bacaston and llaier-Reimer, 1985) are, however,
still preliminary, in that they lack certain features of the real ocean, most
notably a realistic representation of the surface layer including the marine
biosphere.

{.1.5 The effect of the biosphere on COz

EaLiarates based on t lcl'?C- recorded .in tree-rirrgs.. (Broecker. and
Peng, 19821 and on the atmspheric COz history of the last 200 years
deternined from air bubbles trapped in Antarctic ice-cores (Siegenthaler and
Oeschger, 1987), indicate. besides the knorm input froo fossil fuel, an
additional source of COz attributed to the terrestrial biosphere. This
source shows a peak around 1900 and a decline since then. Ihrirrg the tine
period 1959-1983 the net biospheric source contribution is estinated to lie
between 0.0-1.0 GtC year-t. These estinates are based on an assumed oceanic
uptake capncity for COz as given by state-of-the-art ocean carbon cycle
mdels; which, however, have been validated by independent data (see section
{.1. 5) .

l$oodwell et al., (1983), based on popul.ation and land use statistics,
estirnated that during 1980 between f.8 GtC and 4.7 GtC year-t ras released
by the biosphere due to deforestation l80Z) and. changes in.land-use, priurarily
in the tropics. A strbsequent study by the same group of investigators
resulted in sonewhat lower figures, giving as best estirnate an annual release
of 1.8 GtC for the year 1980 (Houghton et aI., 19871. Bolin (1986) reviewed
these estimates and concluded that this source has contributed 0.8-2.4 GtC
year t during the last decade.
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Elliot et aI. (1985) analyzed indepth the COz concentrations
measured at the Uauna Loa Observatory. They came to the conclusion that the
COe record at Mauna Loa is not consistent with net aruural additions or
subtractions of COz other than frqr fossil fuels unless such additions have
closely follored the trend of the fossil fuel input. -Given the uncertainties,
a net biotic addition between.+0.7 and =O.2.GtC year-r is allowed by the
analysis.

There is sorre evidence that increased plant production could have lead
to a net uptake of COz in the biosphere. Such a carbon flux has not been
considered in the analysis by gloodwell et aI.. (19831 and by Houghton et aI.,
(1987). Stirulation of land plants could have been effected either directly
as a conseguence of increasing atnospheric COz levels (Kohlrnaier et al.,
19871 or frm increased use of fertilizing agents in agriculture. Peterson
and Mellillo, (1987), however, estimated the latter effect to contribute not
nrore than 0.2 GtC year I, based on the assr.mption of a constant elemnt
ratio of carbon to phosphorus and nitrogen in terrestrial organic rnaterial.
On the other hand, changes during the last -200 -years in .physiological
parameters of plants growing in renpte areas have been obserwed, such as a
reduction of pore density per trnit leaf area (lfoodward, 1987 ) and irrcreased in
the size of tree-rings (taMarche et al., 1984). Kohlnaier et aI., (1987),
find by mearur of a biota model that the increased storage of carbon in the
biosphere due to the COz fertilization effect could arnount of 0.7-2.1 GtC
year- t 

.

If the COz fertilization effect is real the net biospheric release
of carbon to the atrcsphere presently (deforestation minus fertilization)
would lie in the range from 0 to 1 GtC year- t , thus almst balancing the
global carbon budget. Otherwise, an imbalance of I to 2 GtC year-r results,
which has to be exptained either by an oceanic sink being greater than
currently acceptabl€, oF by one or several, hitherto unidentified sinks.

The foregoing discussion deals only with t,he terrestrial biosphere.
It is uncertain hor the rnarine biosphere has respronded to changing @z
concentrations in the atrrcsphere or what contribution it has made to
atrrcspheric @2... Generally, it has been asgumed.that on an arurual basis,
the uptake of @z by photoslmthesis by marine.plant life.has been balanced
by release of @z froor respiration and decay of rnarine plant and aninal
organisns. This nay not be true. Increased input of nutrients frm land as a
result of agricultural practices, e.g., soil fertilization, could result in
greater narine plant production. If the plants are harvested by marine far.rna
or nan, or if they die and sink to enter the sediments, then COz is removed
frm the eurface layer of the sea, and ultinately frm the atmosphere. The
rnarine biosphere would become an enhanced sink for @2.

In the foregoing connection, recent studies of the mid-Atlantic Bight
of the U.S.A., the south-eastern Bering Sea, and the Peruvian coast (I{alsh et
al., 1985) estinate that the present carbon loading to the continental slopes
of the rrorld, as a result of export of organic carbon from continental
shelveE, ranges from about 0.3 to 0.{8 Gt C yr-'. In earlier regrorts' it
nas proE)osed that the increaged carbon to slope sedinents of the mid-Atlantic
coast rnay have occurred in response to eutrophication (lfalsh et aI., 1981),
and off Peru in response to overfishing the anchotry, the major herbivore
(l{alsh, 1981), creating transient gradients in the vertical profiles of
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sediment carbn. tfalsh et al. (19851 used a cmbination of sedinentation and
nrixing rates of carborr, the C:N ratio (approx. 8) of the upper 50 cn of
sediments, and the arctrnt of nitrogen thought to be released fron the coastal
zone to make an indelnndent estimate of anthrolngenic carbon loading to world
slopes of about 0.3 to 0.5 GtC yr-'. Although the authors note that
additional.meagurements are required to test their conclusions, they feel that
their data set is consistent with the hypothesis that continental slopes are
nor areas for deposition and thus storage of anthrolngenic releases of COz.

Another p,ossible biogenic route for COz uptake in the ocean is by
dissolution of calcir.n carbonate mineral phases. The general situation is
that near-surface waters are supersaturated with respect to calcitic solid
phases, so that dissolution by excess COz taken up from the atrcsphere is
not expected; only further dorn the water colurnn (several lun depth) does the
system become undersaturated with respect to calcite. However, recent work in
the N. Pacific (Betzer et al., 1984) has indicated that aragonite pteropods
are subject to dissolution inquite shallow water (<2200m), and this nay be an
intrrcrtant mechanism for uptake of additional anthrop,ogenic COz by the
near-surface oceans.

Other effects of COz on the narine environment include changes in pH

and tenrperature in the surface seawater layer. Projected increaseg in
atrcspheric COz have been shorn (Liss and Crane, 1983) to reduce pH by 0.3
for a doubling in atrrcspheric pCOz. Increased atmospheric tenperature by
1.50-4.5"K, with a doubling of atrnospheric COz concentration, would also
increase the tenperature of the surface seawater. !{hat impact these physical
and chenical changes in the seawater would have on the marine biota can only
be speculated on at present. The effect of pH change within the normal range
for seawater, i.e., 7.5 to 8.5, would probably be insignificant' in that
rnarine organisms should be able to adapt to such charrges. However, a decrease
in pH below the normal lower linit experienced by marine organisms could have
adverse effects. Sinitarly, a temperature increase above the upper nornal
lisrit could cause population changes. Moreover, if temperature is an
inpnrtant variable triggering phytoplanlrton blooms, increased temperature due
to higher COz concentrations could tenpnrally advance such blooos and change
the marine ecosystem.

4.1.7 Oceanic modification of cliruatic effects of increasing COz

The ocean would be expected to narm as a result of increasing
atmspheric COz content. Because of the dependence of the ocean's thennal
inertia on the depth of ruixing, faster surface rarming would be expected in
areas with a shallos nixed layer and strong thernrocline than in areas where
deep nixing occurs in winter or ugrelling of water from a few hundred metres
is prevalent. These inhomogeneities in surface warming would lead to the
developoent of cold sea-surface temperature anooalies (SSTAs), relative to the
tenperature pattern which would pertain at equilibriurn with the COz

increase, and so also relative to the thernral forcing of the land.
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A first estimate of these cold SSTAs is obtainable from results
published by Bryan et al. (1982) on the resp)onse to a sudden quadrupling of
Co2. However, it should be remembered that the thennal lag obtained in such
an experiment will be larger than that with a gradual COz increase.
Firstly, one nay note in Bryran et al .'s results a faster waruring near the
ocean surface than at depth. Mter 10 years the surface.warming is 1.5o to
3"K, conpared with less than 0.5"K, at npst depth below 600 n. The
thenmcline would thus be rpre stable with probable irnlncts on vertical
mixing. The zonal mean surface changes shon that the approach of SST to
equilibrium lras faster at 2O"-45o latitude over the first 15 years. However,
by 25 years, fron the COz irrcrease, the respnnse was much rnore unifonr with
the surface warming near 70* of the equilibrium figure at most latitudes.
tfith an equilibrium warming of about 3oK in the tropics and 5" to 6oK at
450-50" latitude, similar to more recent results for a doubling of COz, the
implied zonally-averaged cold anomalies, are about lo and 2"K in tropics and
middle latitudes, respectively. Regional anomalies could be substantially
Iarger.

Such SSTAs would be near the naximun currently observed on large
horizontal scales. Thus the results of observational and modelling studies on
the atmospheric effects of such anomalies roay be relevant to COz clirnate
impract studies. The effects of SSTAs in models have been reviewed by Rowntree
(1985, and personal conmunication). Generally, both for middle latitude and
tropical SSTAs. good agreenent has been found between numerical experinents
and betreen experiments and available observational studies. Tropical SSTAs
had major effects on tropical clirnate; rainfall was increased near warm
anomalies and decreased in adjacent tropical regions. There were major
associated changes in circulation. For exanple, with warm anonarlies over the
eguatorial Pacific, upper troposphere anticyclonic cells develop near 15oN and
S in the longitude of the SSIA, with increased easterly flow on the equatorial
side (above decreased surface easterlies) and an enhanced subtropical poleward
jet. Further north and south, a mid-Iatitude trough is introduced throughout
the trotrnsphere. Both in rnodels and the real atrnosphere, a downstream
wavetrain can usually be identified, with an anticyclonic resElonse near
50"-70" Iatitude and a cyclonic res1onse further downwind. These featureg
aPpear to depend on.the location of.the SSIA relative to clirnatotogical flow
(see also Simns, 1982).

The res;nnse to mid-latitude SSTAs nas found to be generally
consistent with earlier theoretical rork, rith a surface low near the warm
SSTA and a middle tropospheric ridge at som 20o longitude downstream. In
niddle latitudes, the response to eqnatorial SSTAs is two to three times
greater than that for nid-latitude SSTAs of similar magrnitude. Thus, for the
cold anonralieE relative to the equilibrir:n state for increased COz, the
mid-Iatitude resgronses to tropical and extra-tropical features could be of
sinilar magmitude. However, non-unifornity of the heating of the tropical
oceans could dominate the response both in the tropics and at middle
latitudes. Such non-uniformity could be caused by the distribution of
mixed-layer depth or upnelling or by anornaloug atnospheric circulation in the
tropics, in the s.tme way that the onset and naintenance of eqr.ntorial Pacific
anoalies can be attributed.to particular rind trntterns.
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The second way in which the ocean rnay nndify the clirnate response to a
COz increase is through the effect, on ocean circulation and the
distribution of ternperature aod salinity, of changes in the atrrospheric
forcing at the surface due directly to the increase in @2. There is little
agreement as yet concerning such changes, One feature noted in the Villach
1985 Conference statement (IiilO, 19861 is that increased high-latitude
precipitation rnay lead to greater arurual nean rrur-off , so decreasing coastal
salinities. Increased precipitation over high-latitude oceans nay have a
sinilar effect away frorr coasts. A reduction in sea ice would also nrodify the
salinity distribution in the nixed layer, and it is possible that the inpact
of these changes on the density structure would have sigmificant effects on
ternperature, the ocean circulation and marine life, additional to those
resulting directly from the general warming. The density structure of the
tropical oceans would also be affected by changes in the tropical rainfall
distribution and a probable general increase in ocean evagnration. More
modelling studies are needed to quantify these and other lnssible impacts,
including those associated with the lag in ocean temperature response
discussed above.

4.2 Other Radiatively Active Trace Gases

Besides the influence of COz on clinate as detailed in the last
section, other trace gases rnay also act as "greentrousetr gases. In the last
fifty years, the number of rnan-influenced gases released to the atmsphere has
risen substantially. A decade ago, researchers first suggested that other
gases. e.g. chlorofluorocarbons, nitrous oxide, methane, trolnspheric ozone
and others, could influence the radiative energy balance just as well as
carbon dioxide (Ramarnthan, 1975; Wang et aI., 1975). Recently, this
suggestion has been definitively reviewed by Rananathan et aI. (1985).

Table 2 lists trace gases that are currently considered to be the most
imlnrtant for the future state of the global atrrcspheric environnent and gives
average rates of their increage in the atmsphere. The best known example is
the well-doctmrented increase of COz a9 measured over nearly three decades.
Irlore recently, the concentration increases of several other trace gases ltere
also docunented, the forelrcst being methane., nitrous oride and carbon
monoxide. These.trace gases..have probably existed in the Earth's atrrosphere
for aeons, but their concentrations are now being increased by anthropogenic
activities. fn addition, there are several fluorocarbon compounds in the
atrnosphere which are entirely man-rnade and radiatively active. The nost
irnlnrtant of then are trichlorofluoromethane (CClrF or F-11) and
dichlorodifh.rorosrethane (CClzFz or F-12). Other nan+tade chlorocarbons
and fluorocarbons could also contribute to the possible depletion of the ozone
layer in the stratosphere and to clirnate changes. These trace gases include
methylch).oroforo (CfIrCClr), F-113, F-22, F-114 and CCle (Rasmussen and
Khalil, 1986).

The present sources of these trace gases appear to be as follows. For
methane, wetlands and marshes are thought to be the largest natural sources,
while the oceans, tundra, lakes, insects and other sources together contribute
about as much as the wetlands. Rice paddy fields and dooestic cattle apPear
to be the largest sources affected and controlled by hunan activities, while
biomass burning and direct emissions also contribute significant amounts. The
total yearly emissions are estimated to be 55019 ( 1 Tg = 1 teragram =
I0ttg), about half of which comes from anthrop,ogenic activities. For
nitrous oxide the rnajor natural sources are the soils and oceans, whereas
conrbustion processes and agriculture constitute the anthropngenic sources.
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igr total, about Z,4OO Tg of CO are emitted into the atmosphere every year'
which perhaps half is due to various hunan activities. No natural sources
the fluorocirbons have been found; the present anthroPogenic emissions of
F-11 and F-12 are about 0.4 Tg year-' for each.

of
of

The increasing levels of the trace gases are likely to be caused by
increasing emissions. For methane and CO, some of the increase may also stem
from the fact that their cycles are related to that of OH radicals. As CO

increases the concentrations of OH radicals rnay dirninish. This would in turn
renove less methane (and other trace gases) than under natural, undisturbed
conditions of the atmsphere. Therefore, a Possible depletion of Otl nay be

the main effect of increasing CO and this could then disturb many chemical
cycles and indirectty contribute to global warming and climatic changes-
Based on measurernent of old air in polar ice cores. there is some evidence
that OH radical concentrations may already have been reduced by perhaps 202

over the past century. Moreover, the same studies have shown that the
atmospheric levels of methane several hundred years ago were less than half of
the present concentration.
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The problem concerning the greenhouse effects of hurnan activities has
broadened its scope from the COz-clinrate problem to the trace gas-climate
problem. Non{Oz greenhouse gases in the atnrosphere are now adding to the
greenhouse effect by an annount comparable to the effect of COz (see
Figure 2). This is a fundamental change from the situation during the period
of 1850-1950 (tilO, 1985!..

If the growth rates of trace gas concentrations (or their emission
ratesl that were observed during the I970s continue unabated for the next
several decades. non-COz trace gases could have as much impact as COz on
future trends of surface and atmospheric temperatures. fn addition to the
direct radiative effect, nany of the trace gases have indirect effects on
climate. For example, addition of gases such as CHc, Co and l{O- can alter
tropospheric Or, which is itself a radiatively active gas. t{ithin the
troposphere, the indirect clirnate effects can be as large as the direct
effecls. On the other hand, within the stratosphere, temperature changes are
Iargely determined by indirect effects of.CFCs. Stratospheric HzO will
increase owing to the oxidation of the increasing concentrations of CIIo, and
can be influenced by the trace gases through their effect on tropical
tropopause temperatures. Furtherrnore, increases in trotrnspheric HzO,
through the temperature - HzO feedback, can perturb tropospheric chemistry
and alter the concentration of ClIe and Or.

Contamination of the atmosphere influences the marine environment in
two ways: (1) directly through the input of pollutants into the sea, changing
the physical, chemical and biological processes in the upper mixed layer and
sea-surface microLayer; and (2) indirectly through modification of atmosphere
and ocean-related processes, especially those pertinent to clirnate, and the
energy balance of the oceans. As a source or sink, the ocean plays an
important role in the global cycres of radiatively active gases, i.e. coz,
NzO, Or and halocarbons, which can affect biogeochemical processes in the
marine ecosystems through long-term climatic changes and vice versa.

For this reSnrt, which deals with process modifications over the
oceans, the influence of these gases is only indirect in that they will
influence climate globally.

4.3 Atmospheric Aerosol Particles

Through man's activities, considerable amounts of particulate matter
and aerosol-forming gases are released to the atmosphere. Though nuch of this
naterial is dep>osited close to its source, some pollutants can be transprorted
thousands of kilometres and affect the chemistry of the atrnosphere far from
their origin. Scientists have been concerned that besides changing the
natural chemical cycles of the atmosphere, these pollutants would also have an
influence on the globaI climate (WiIson and Matthews, 1971). Although these
concerns were first expressed over a decade ago. there are still many unknowns
in understanding pollutant transport and interactions in the atmosphere. The
form in which the materials are released, the chemical reactions that take
place both inside and outside of clouds and the final deposition of the given
pnllutant suhstances are still poorly known.
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!{hatever the uncertainties, sone evaluation can be rnade of the role of
man-made atrnospheric pollutants on the clirnate. Honever, before this can be
done, a distinction must be rrade between natural and anthropngenic rnaterials
put in the air. The eruption of the volcano El Chichon caused scientists to
review more closely the impnrtance of such a natural phenomenon on clirnate
(Detuisi et aI., 1983). Other rxlre.seasonal.aerosol transpnrt, such-as that
of Gobi and Sahara desert dust, nay also be important in clinate variations
(Parrington et aI., 1983; Heintzenberg, 1985). In both exaqrles above, the
natural aerosol would reduce the solar radiation reaching the earth's
surface. It is thus important at the outset to realize that natural aerosols
nray play a tnore sigmificant role than anthrotrrcgenic aerosols on climatic
change (Deepak and Gerber, 1983r.

Aerosols both natural and man*ade rnay influence the clirnate of the
oceans in two ways:

(1) The direct reduction of insolation transfer to the earth's surface; and

(21 Aerosol interaction with cloud processes that in turn change the
earth's albedo.

For man-made aerosols, the first effect is probably only inp,ortant for
very limited regional areas, such as the northern coast of llorth America,
parts of the Mediterranean and other industrial areas that border on the
oceans. In general, these anthroprcgenic aerosols would not be expected to
have much influence on the global ocean clirnate through direct intervention
with solar energy. OnIy during periods of extended air stagrnation would the
accumulation of aerosols be enough to change the solar energry input to
regional seas and coastal areas.

The second effect, i.e., Lhe interaction of aerosols and clouds, may
have a nrore iurportant impact on clinate. Pollution increases the nunber of
dark light-absorbing particles in the atmosphere and, on the other hand, nay
also increase the atmospheric concentration of cloud-nucleating gnrticles.
Elemental carbon is believed to dominate the absorption, whereas sulphates are
the rnajor nuclei which influence droplet number. Though emission may vary for
these two substances, trnder present industrial conditions, both should
increase globally. This means either a decrease in global nean cloud albedo
(because of increased absorption by carbon particlesl or an increase in it
(because of increasing cloud-drop concentrations). Twomey et aI. (1984)
suggest that the latter effect (brightening) is the dominant one for the
globa). climate. They state that a 2% increase in the earth albedo caused by
the increased cloud-drop concentration would be equal (in the opposite sense)
to the doubling of COz. This hypnthesis by Twomey et al. (1984) requires
extensive measurements in order to quantify how such a mechanism would affect
the world climate. It probably does not overshadow the effects of the
greenhouse gases as the most irnpnrtant cause of clirnate change over the next
century (WMO, 1986).
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llore recently, Charlson et al. (1987) have proposed a feedback
mechanism by which sulphate particles, formed by atmospheric oxidation of
marine-derived dinrethylsulphide (Dl{S), nay inf luence the clirnate by altering
cloud albedo over the oceans. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 3.
Certainly Dl,lS produced by narine phytoplankton appears to be the dosrinant
source of cloud condensation nuclei (CCNI over the rercte oceans. Since the
albedo of clouds increases with CCII nurnber density, the propnsed mechanism
suggests that an increase in CCXTI would lead to a decrease in the amount of
solar radiation absorbed by the earth and consequently to a cooling of the
globe. The process could be rather sensitive to variations in the global rate
of DUS production, with tenperature changes of the order of 2'C possibly
resulting from a two-fold change in the DtlS flux frour the oceans. It should
be stressed that there are many uncertainties in this proposed clinate control
mechanism. Within the atrrcsphere nany processes other than those involving
sulphate aerosols can affect the radiation balance. Furthermore, it is not
yet established that marine algae do indeed produce lrcre DllS in response to
elevated temperatures, as is implied by the postulated mechanism. The
proposals of Charlson and co-workers are an impnrtant exarnple of the. ways in
which the biota rnay pntentially influence the chernistry and physics of the
earth; the caveats mentioned merely serve to highlight areas for future
research.

4.4 Chemistry of the Atmosphere-Ocean Boundary

The l{orking Group noted again that any understanding of the exchange
Processes between the atrnosphere and the ocean involves knowledge of the
properties of the surface microlayer. In this sense, molecular-Ievel
phenoroerra reguire special attention and further research.

Surface nplecular films, both of natural origin, such as those from
decaying biota, unstly zooplankton, or of man-made sources, such as petroJ.eurn
hydrocarbons and surfactants, are alrays present, but vary in physical
properties, concentration and chemical nature. Their spatiat and temporal
distribution is only now being understood on the basis of remote sensing(optical and microwave) data.

Microbiological.and chernical processes are closely interrelated in the
sea surface nicrolayer, with Sntential effects both on the uptake of
contaninants by narine organisms as well as on the degradation of such
chemicals by neustonic organisms. On the one trand, since the sea surface
microlayer is enriched in substances such as PAtIs and PCBs, enhanced uptake of
such substances can occur by neuston. On the other hand, the elevated nr:mbers
of certain microorganisms associated with surface films and bubbles found in
the microlayer implies that this is a region where degradation of such
comSrounds by organisms will occur preferentially. This biological breakdovm
of organic comPounds wiII, of course, occur sinultaneously with their
photochemical degradation brought about by the ready availability of solar
radiation close to the sea surface.
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Conceptual diagram of a possible clirnatic feedback loop. The
rectangles are measurable guantities, and the ovals are processes
Iinking the rectangles. The sign (+ or -) in the oval indicates
the effect of a positive change of the quantity in the preceding
rectangle on that in the succeeding rectangle. The most uncertain
link in the loop is the effect of cloud albedo on DMS emission; its
sign would have to be positive in order to regulate the climate.
(From Charlson et al., 1987. )
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Several areas of interest were identified, nost of which require
additional research:

(it nrodification of sea-surface reflectivity and absorbance, both for the
visible and micronave spectral region, by surface films. This is lnrticularly
important for reliable renote-sensing techniques.

(ii) the influence of sea-surface films on the proprerties of breaking waves
and the air-bubble size distribution and life-times. There is indication that
sea-surface films influence the energetics of the boundary layer in both pnlar
(electrical) and non-polar (chemicall comp,onents. It has been noted in
particular that the time of relaxation (reforrnation) of the surface filn is
short (10 ms to I s) in comlnrison with the average life-tine of an air bubble
(100 s). Consequently, phenoarena of transpnrt of matter across the interface
always involve film-covered surfaces.

(iii) it has been noted that there is no evidence available that natural
surface films influence the rate of erchange of COz, or other non-reactive
gases in nrost oceanic areas. However, in highly biologically-productive
regions (whether coastal or open areas) or in areas under considerable
pnllution stress (petroleum spills, urban sewage disp,osal), the rate of
exchange could be influenced. No reliable data exist. Field measurements are
needed and research on this topic is reconrmended.

(ivl owing to the phenomenon of electrification of surface films in
breaking eraves and bubble forrnation, speciation and enrichment of ions,
molecules and heavy metal complexes can be expected. There is indication,
although no proof is available, that the electrification of surface films due
to mechanical (winds, waves) perturbation, nay cause salt enrichment in
aerosols, including changes in Cl/I ratio, and possibly in the Na/K ratio. In
addition, the sea-salt mass inversion phenomenon, discussed in previous
repnrts(e.g., GESAMP, 1985a), may be t,raced back to stability phenomena in
aerosofs electrified during bubble ejection through surface films.

(v) the surface filus of lipid and petroleum origin, combined with bubble
forrnation, produce flotation phenomena increasing the.residence time. and
corueguently the concentration of particulate .contaminants at the sea
surface. This phenomenon could be of particular importance for sea-to-land
transp,ort of such contaminants as chlorinated hydrocarbons, bacteria and
possibly also vimses.

(vi) since the water close to the sea surface can contain elevated
concentrations of various organic compounds. it is potentially a site for
chemical reaction between substances crossing the interface and the microlayer
rnaterial. For example. an atnospheric gas which can react with sea surface
organic rnaterial may cross the interfacial region, and hence be taken uP by
the oceans, more rapidly than one for which no such reaction can occur. In
the opposite sense, photochemical or biological reactions involving microlayer
organics may produce gases which can then transfer into the atmosphere.
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The l{orking Group also noted that most rnodels and rate of exchange
data for trace gases are based on the observed distribution of mixing ratios,
ClC.t or P/Pa., where C and Ca r ilr€ concentrations in the sea and
atmosphere, and P and P"1 are partial pressures of a substance in the
seawater and atrnosphere, respectively. Most models use sinple first-order
kinetic equations in which the net fh-r:r is a product.of a transfer velocity
factor, w, and the pressure or concentration difference as the driving force.

The resulting flux data are the best net values available, but they
are subject to considerable calculation errors. ft has been emphasized that
the understanding of mechanisms influencing the transfer velocity factor is
inadequate, and barely beyond phenomenological, trnrticularly in the seasonal
and regional variation, or temperature dependence, of this factor.

The tlorking Group reconm€nded that research in all these fields would
significantly irnprove the understanding of the capacity of the marine
ecosystem to accormodate or assinilate such contaminants as COz.

5. REIOTE SENSING OF !,TARINE POLLI.NANTS/CONIN{INAMIS

An early study of the effect of processes rnodified by organic surface
films (petroleum or natural slicks) on remotely sensed signals etas reported by
this !{orking Group previously (GESAI.IP, 1980). Considerable scientific
literature was cited which indicated that organic films on the sea attenuated
capillary and short gravity waves, inhibited convective overturn of the
surface water, modified bubble foam stability as well as the bubble bursting
process, and reduced sea-surface roughness. These nodified air/sea
interfacial processes in turn reduced the backscattered power of microwave
radar. modified light reflectance, caused cool or rarm sigmatures in thennal
IR inngery and altered the brightness temperature indicated by microwave
radiometers. Details of the mechanisms by which the film-induced surface
npdification affected the remotely-sensed signals were described.

5.1 Petroleum SIicks

!{ith these effects in mind, consideration was given to the Eossible
use of .space-based satellite.irnagery to detect petroleum slicks on the sea and
to estinrate the extent of sea-surface coverage by such oily layers. Both
existing and prognsed sensor systems were considered, as well as the size of
the sensor resolution ceII relative to that of oil slicks at sea. It was
noted that oil slicks have been observed from strnce by thennal imagers,
optical photography, and irnaging slmthetic aperture microwave radar. It was

noted also that such systems might be used to determine the frequency and
distribution of pollutant slicks on a global/regiornl basis, if there were
sufficient data dorm-link capability and, most importantly, if sufficient
sensor time could be dedicated to such a survey.
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An additional iurpediment to the accurate renpte nnnitoring of
petroler.un slicks is that there are a number of false irnage pnssibilities which
could not be readily distingruished from petroleum. For microwave radar and
photography, false irnages may arise from natural slicks, rind and current
attenuation of capillary wave scatterers, dense cloud shadows and unrippled
water under caln conditions. Therrnal infrared irnagery in some cases nay be
confused by natural slicks. ship wakes and effluents, upwelling or therrnal
variability of the sea surface. For these reasons, it was concluded that
adequate space-based sensing of oil on the sea on a global basis would be
difficult, unless supported by extensive sea-truth investigations. However,
because of the impnrtance of monitoring the distribution and extent of
petroler.m films on the sea, continuing consideration should be given to
nethodologies to accurately nonitor this sea-surfaee pollutant through the use
of slnce-based remote sensing systems.

5.2 Biomass

Recogrnizing that man-mobilized substances in the atmosphere may cause
clinate change with corresponding change in ocean tenperature, the possibitity
of changes in prinrary productivity exists. It would be useful to monitor
prirnary biological activity on a global basis to determine possible resp,onses
to natural and man-induced changes in the ocean. Recent in situ research,
coupled with coastal zone colour-scanner irnagery, has denronstrated that the
phytoplankton effect on ocean colour can be detected from strnce. It is
anticilnted that further research will be required to improve the algorithms
used to infer plankton biomass from renotely*sensed colour imagery. Use of a
slnce-based sensor is important to the determination of global trends in
biornass distribution, since shipboard sanpling is slow, and since it is
difficult to acquire sufficient samples for the determination of seasonal and
spatial variabitity.

According to the First Implementation PIan for the World Clirnate
Research Progranme (WMO/ICSU, f9851, "The implementation of an ocean colour
imager nission, together wit.h support to research on the interpretation of
ocean colour data, would provide impnrtant supporting infornration to the WCRP

and essenLial data for understanding changes in the biosphere and global
carbon cycle. The coincidence of the operation of an ocean colour irnaging
instrunrent with the field observation period of TOGA and WOCE would be
desirable to take advantage of the enhanced availability of physical
environmental data for interpretation of the biological phenomena under
observation". The t{orking Group concurred with this statement.

6. SCI EIIII FIC REOII,IETIDATI ONS

( 1) There is a need for more rndelling studies with coupled
ocean-atmosphere models on a sufficiently fine resolution to give realistic
simulations of the atmosphere and ocean circulations, and with gradual
increases in COz to allow proper assessment of transient effects.

( 2l Assessment is needed of the impact on ocean mixing and marrne
processes of a more stable thernrocline caused by nrore rapid warming of the
surface than deeper layers.
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( 3l There is a need for research on the irnpact of increasing atmospheric
COz on the marine biosphere, as well as on the net effects of increased
rnarine productivity arising from increased nutrient input on atnrospheric COz
loading.

t {} Research is required to narrow the present r.rncertainty over the
dependence of the transfer velocity for COz (and other gasesl on easily
measurable meteorological trnrameters such as wind speed.

( 5) Measurements of the partial pressure of COz (pCOz) in the surface
ocean at a number of key locations for several years would be valuable in
clarifying the role of pCOz in driving the air-sea flux of COz.

( 5) Research is needed to evaluate the effect of increasing cloud-drop
concentrations on global mean cloud albedo, and hence on clirnte, to test the
hypothesis of Twomey et al. (1984).

( 7) As well as the above work on COz, further studies are needed on
other radiatively irnSnrtant gases, e.g., chlorofluorocarbons, nitrous oxide,
nethane and ozone, to determine their impnct on clinate from the gnint of view
of the greenhouse effect.

( 8) Research is needed on the modification of sea-surface reflectivity,
emissivity and absorbance, both for the visible and microwave spectral region,
by surface fiIms.

( 9) There is a need for further research on the influence of surface films
on the properties of breaking waves, the size and number distributions of
entrained air bubbles, and the lifetimes of bubbles and foams at the sea
surface.

(10) Field measurements and research are needed in biologically
highly-productive areas and in areas subjected to petroleum hydrocarbon spills
and municipal sewage disprosal to determine the influence of surface films on
the rate of air-sea exchange of COz and other gases.

(11) The capability for monitoring sea-surface oil slicks with space-based,
remote-sensing systems should be enhanced through the development of
high-resolution sensors.

fn the period since this report was prepared the global ocean research
progranmes within the World Clinnte Research Programme. such as the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment (9|OCE), have been developed for implementation in
the 1990s, as well as global ocean flux studies. These will go a long way
towards covering the above identified research needs and provide the further
scientific basis needed to evaluate further the questions and issues raised in
this report. These global prograrunes of research on ocean-atmosphere
interaction are detailed in Annex 2 of the present report.
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RELWAIiTT IIITERNATIOIIAL PROGRAI4{ES

1. I{ORLD CLIMATE RESEARCH PROGRAIO{E

Obiectives and Structure of the proqramre

The 9{CRP activities are organized according to sir sub-prograrnmes
which address, in different ways, the scientific objectives of it" e.og.€urme.
These objectives are:

establishing the physical basis of long-range weather
prediction;

understanding the predictable aspects of global crirnate
variations over periods of severar rnonths to several years;

(iii) assessing the restrnnse of climate to natural or man-made
influences over periods of several decades.

It is understood that the first and second objectives are necessarystepping stones toward achieving the third, to acguire tne scientific
knowledge of the basic atnrospheric, oceanic and i-e processes which determinethe mean state of clirnate and its response to a changing global environment.
The six sub-programmes are the following:

. The Atmosplreric Climate Prediction Besearch Sub-proqramme aims toimprove the atmospfre. ts rtricn are already being
used for nunerical weather forecasting and, especially the formulation of heat
sources and sinks in the atmosphere and at the earth's surface, which areimlrcrtant for long-range reather prediction and clirnate simulation. t{ithrespect of objective (i) above, the expected outcome is an improved capnbilityto predict weather developments on time scales up to several weeks. To meetobjectives (ii) and (iiit' it will' be necessary to develop atmospheric model.swhich can be coupled effectively with interactive ocean rnodels.

The Couple4 Atmosphere-Ocean Boundarv taver Research (still in theconceptual definition phase) is desigrnea to acfrie"e, uy a co^uination oflarge-scale analysis of the atmospheric flow, observation of basic atrnospheric
and oceanic variables, regional process studies and boundary layer modelling.a reliable determination of the air-sea fluxes of noment,n,-"n"igy and water.

The Tropical Ocean and Gtobal A re (TOGA) proiect aims toexplorethepredictabiIityofthecouthetropica1
oceans and the overlying atmosphere, and the impact on the global atnnsphericclirnate on tine scares of nronths to years. TOGA carls for a ten-year
Progr.unme of atrnospheric and oceanic observations (1985-L995) and will
undertake ' for the first time, to determine the time-dependent heat storage
and circulation of the tropical oceans using a combination of repeated oceanic
measurements at relatively short time intervals of one to two .onths,
real-time analysis of atnrospheric fields and nrodelling of the tropical ocean
resPonse to atmospheric forcing. In addition, TOGA will provide real-time
assessments of incipient climatic events such as EI Niio ph"r,o^"r,. in thePacific region.

(i)

(iit
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The glorld Ocean Circulation Experiment (!{OCE) is a najor oceanographic
progra'*@echnologicaladvancesinspaceobservin9systems,
ieocne*ical anatysis, hydrographic measurements and automatic data processing'
io address the problen of describing and nndelling the global ocean

circulation and heat transport. I{OCE aims to provide a spatially homogeneous

global description of the world ocean, based on comElosite observabions, for
[t" p,r.1lg"e oi testing global ocean circulation models and includes also a

Southern Ocean Experinent to determine the linkages between the three major
ocean basins and the Antarctic circumpolar current' and a Gyre Dlmamics

Experiment to elucidate the effects of oceanic eddies'

The Crvosphere Research Sub-progranme is focused at present on the
study of seaso"af and interannual variations of sea ice and on the
deterrnination of the oceanic and atrnospheric forcings which control them' with
a view to incorporate the recent scientific advances in the lmowledge of sea

ice processes into fully interactive atmosphere--ocean-ice models' as required
for the assessment of long-term climate variations and impacts.

Firrally, the Climtic Sensitiritv Assess.ent Sub-proqramne is meant to
gain a quantitatire k"o"ledge of the various environmental and astronomical
factors which rnay influence climate as well as investigate the specific
physical mechaniims through which the effects of these factors rnay be felt-

2. PROGRAMMES ON OCEANIC CARBON DIOXIDE

In addition to the basic sub-programmes above, the SCOR/IOC Committee
on Clirnatic Chanqes and Ocean (CCCO) is considering a programre of study on

@-ogica1phenomenawhichdeterminethefluxesofCoz
between the global ocean and global atmosphere. The specific objectives of
this prograrnme would be to determine the temporal and spatial distributions of
net COz fluxes across the air-sea interface and what is the ocean-borne
fraction of the secular changes in COz. Both of these would be evaluated as

to how they change owing to secular changes in atrnospheric COz with chanqing
clirnatic condit.ions. CCCO will investigate the biological processes and
changes that affect these, determine what measurements can be acconunodated

within the TOGA and IIOCE observational programmes, determine the measurements
required, such as Ocean Colour Imagery, and finally deterrnine rnodelling needed

toi a) gruide the observational prograffne; and b) describe the interaction
between physical and biologrical systems.

The overall problem of the oceanic carbon cycle and its role in
climate change is the subject of the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS)

whose rnain goal is "to determine and trnderstand on a global scale the
processes controlling the time-varying fluxes of carbon and associated
Uiogen;.c elements in the ocean, and to evaluate the related exchanges with the
atmosphere, sea floor and continental boundaries". The scientific programme

for JC;OFS consists of four basic elements: global studies, Process studies'
coastal. ocean studies and modelling. It is giving special importance to
studies of carbon dioxide and the need for global satellite observations.
especially of ocean colour. Regarding COz' as noted above, JGOFS will
co-operate wrth WOCE in measuring oceanic COz as weII as with ICSU's
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP). The support of such

oceanic COz m€asurements will be within the context of an overall J@FS

progranme.
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STATEUEX{T ON PROCESS IIIODIFICATION
BY PC}LLUTAITITS

The GESN,IP Working Group (No. 14) on the Interchange of Pollutants
between the Atnosphere and the Oceans will consider those pollutants and
rnan-nrobilized substances which nay modify ocean-related processes, including
weather and clisrate. It has been documented (GESAMP Reports and Studies 13
and 231 that physical processes are altered by pollutants in the marine
atmosphere, at the atmosphere-ocean boundary, and within the sea itself.
Certain of these process modifications might influence weather and clirnate
either regionally or on a global scale.

Examples of 6nllutant effects on important processes in the rnarine
environment follow:

1. Increased nutrient inputs and ocean heating due to
COz-induced clirnatic changes rray alter type, number and distribution of
organisms in the narine biosphere.

z. In the marine atnrosphere anthropogenic carbonaceous naterial
i.e.. soot and dust, in sufficiently large quantities could alter the direct
solar input to the seas, and consequently alter the thermal characteristics of
the sea and the troposphere. The introduction of cloud-condensation nuclei.
mainty sulphur comgnuhds, into the marine atmosphere nrodifies the physics of
clouds by increasing the nunber of drops per unit volume. Through this
process the clouds become more reflective and hence change the earth's albedo.

3. At the air-sea interface. pollutant organic films from
petroleum and/or detergents are knorrn to ruodify a number of interfacial
properties and exchange processes. However, the Working Group has determined
that, at the present time, petroleum films probably do not modify the
interfacial exchange of matter or energy on a global scale, but that in
certain coastal areas and seas, especially those affected by oil production
and transportation, oil films could influence interfacial exchange processes
on a snaller scale. Altered air-sea interfacial processes m.ry influence the
ocean-atmosphere exchange of COz and Freons, and of natural substances as
sources of atrnospheric acidity, but further research is reguired to establish
whether this influence really exists, and if so, to what extent.

4. Turbidity increases at sea from man-mobilized solids, e.g.
from farming and construction in riverine inputs, will influence light
penetration and pnssibly alter ocean therrnal structure in the photic zone.
Such effects would be of greatest concern in marine areas in the vi.cinity of
river discharges and near disposal sites for municipal wastes.

It should be noted that processes modified by one pollutant nny
influence in imgnrtant ways the sources, sinks and pathways of others. While
regional influences of pollutants on significant processes are the more
likely, the trnssibility of global effects caused by certain pollutants
exists. In any study, it is essential to differentiate between naturll and
man-made sources of the process-altering substances and to demonstrate
unambiguously the rnagnitude of the pollutant-induced changes from the temporal
fluctuations of the normal background.
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